2020 ELECTION:

SPACE POLICY
PLATFORM
PAPER
The importance of United States space activities to the modern economy, our
way of life, and our global stature cannot be understated. American space
preeminence – a singular source of national pride – is established through
international partnerships in civil space exploration and satellite services; a
blossoming commercial industry; essential military satellites for navigation
and timing, surveillance, early warning, communications; and the critical
nature of space in our innovation ecosystem.

KEY POINTS
The United States must continue to lead in space with sustained policies, programs, and investment
(funding) that have bipartisan support. Space has historically been a unifying issue and there is, in
general, consensus and strong support in the country and Congress for national space programs.
Continuity of policies and programs that are meeting their objectives and adding value to the nation’s
technological advancement, scientific knowledge, and strategic security is necessary to maintain
“constancy of purpose” and prevent excessive cost and delay. This includes robust government
support of basic research that identifies new technologies and frontiers in science. Such research is
often the source of technological breakthroughs that fuel America’s engine of innovation.
A whole-of-government approach is essential to build on successful past policies and programs.
Examples include the creation of $1.7 trillion in economic value since the Global Positioning System (GPS)
was made available for civilian and commercial use; the establishment of the moon as a focal point
for civil and commercial space in service of national leadership goals; and the interagency Science &
Technology Partnership Forum that collaborates on cross-cutting space technology strategies.
U.S. space leadership can be defined in terms of three principal sectors: civil, commercial, and national
security. In addition to sustaining the programs-of-record, new government investments in advancing
space domain awareness, accelerating the pace of satellite production and deployment, and on-orbit
servicing, assembly, and manufacturing infrastructure are needed to ensure the United States has both
the actionable information and the industrial capacity to maintain leadership in each sector.
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The benefits of U.S. leadership in civil space are wide ranging, as often exemplified by NASA and NOAA
programs in space science, human exploration, weather and climate monitoring, and Earth remote
sensing. NASA has also led one of the most successful and technically complex modern international
partnerships: the International Space Station (ISS). Now NASA envisions a return to the moon and
future human exploration of Mars through national capabilities like the Space Launch System (SLS)
rocket, Orion crew module, the Lunar Gateway, and new industry partnerships for lunar surface operations.
The commercial space sector has traditionally been dominated by private satellite operators for global
telecommunications. Collecting and transmitting data around the world at the speed of light remains
an important and lucrative business. Advances in launch technology; the miniaturization of satellite
systems, such as CubeSats and other “small sats”; and the increasing use of public-private partnerships
by government agencies are accelerating the growth of new entrants into the space economy and the
creation of new transportation and satellite services that were previously only available through large
national programs. This enables both private and government customers to obtain more value from
space-based services.
The modern U.S. defense enterprise is wholly dependent on national security space capabilities, ranging
from communications and precision navigation for air, land, and sea; to strategic and tactical early
warning; to intelligence collection and treaty compliance monitoring. However, near-peer adversaries,
such as Russia and China, threaten those critical assets with new anti-satellite weapons and increasingly
sophisticated denial and deception operations. This is all intended to either prevent overhead collection
or deny our forces access to the data generated by U.S. satellite assets. Deterring threats to U.S. space
infrastructure requires new strategies and operations unique to the space environment.

THEMES TO BE ADDRESSED
AIAA has identified several key themes in U.S. space policy that must be addressed to ensure ongoing
global leadership, maintain space superiority over our adversaries, and expand the benefits of this
highly technological sector for our society.
Continued, balanced investment in human space exploration, scientific research, and space
technology development is essential to increase our understanding of both the Earth and the
universe, create the space technologies needed to sustain economic growth and increase value to
society, and inspire our youth to study scientific disciplines and pursue the variety of careers available.
Constancy of purpose in human space exploration enables the first crewed missions beyond low
Earth orbit in 50 years. The United States must continue successful international partnerships – including
the ISS – to retain critical experience and leverage the capabilities NASA has developed for a return to
the moon, such as SLS, Orion, Gateway, Commercial Lunar Payload Services, and other programs.
Civil space situational awareness and space traffic management capabilities are fundamental to
safety of operations, attribution of space events, and sustainable, industry-friendly space practices.
These practices should be based on shared values of open access for people and markets for peaceful
purposes. The White House and Congress should prioritize giving the authority and transitioning
resources to civil management, which will enable the U.S. Space Command to focus on its core missions.
U.S. ambitions in space science, exploration, and defense depend on policies enabling innovations
for national strategic benefit and the continued reduction of barriers to entry for entrepreneurial
ventures and early innovators. Examples include maintaining a U.S. National Laboratory in low
Earth orbit as an incubator for new businesses and space technologies; reviewing and assessing the
constraints that export controls and licensing requirements impose on space businesses; and granting
and incentivizing the use of urgently needed, streamlined acquisition authorities, such as Other
Transaction Authorities, commercial services contracts, and joint ventures.
The United States must also strengthen our coalitions and partnerships with our allies in civil and
defense space to promote our values and ensure freedom of movement in space. Examples include
continued implementation of the Artemis Accords; creating a common approach and international
standards for space situational awareness and space traffic management in which peaceful missions
can navigate cooperatively and as freely as maritime traffic; collaboration on debris mitigation and
hazard avoidance; and engaging stalwart military allies, like the Five Eyes intelligence partnership and
the NATO alliance, on topics of mutual interest for our national security space strategy.
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